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Commencement of the Graduates of 
The Graduate School 
The School of Fine and Performing Arts 
The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Sunday, May 14, 2006, 10:30 a.m. 
Pres how 
The 2006 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago·s 
student ensembles: 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb. Director) 
The Styles for the Contemporary Singer Performers (Bobbi Wilsyn, Director) 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Chicago Vocal Jazz Ensemble (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Frank Dawson. Director) 
Graduating Senior Vocalists 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley. Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
Processional 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 
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Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosan1ond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Introduction 
Sheldon Patinkin, Presiding 
Theater Departn1ent Chair 
Manifest 2006 
Scenes from our 2006 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Wel come 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
Prese ntation of Distinguished Honors 
Bernard Sahlins, Director, Author, Producer, and Founder of The Second City 
Buddy Guy, Our Nation's Leading Blues Artist 
Music 
Homecoming 
By Count Basie and Quincy Jones 
Lyrics by Rebecca Sayre 
Arranged by Scott Hal l and Mimi Rohlfing 
Featuring Graduating Senior Vocalists Aviva Jaye, Veronica Kott, and Milton Suggs 
Presidential Address 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
Graduate Student Address 
Peyton Caruthers, Master of Arts Management 
Annual Alumni Award for Ac ademic Exce llence 
Presentation of Award to Class of 2006 Valedictorian 
By Wi ll iam Cellini, Jr., President, Alumni Association 
Valedictory 
Laura R. Williams. Valedictorian 
Fashion Design Program. Art & Design Departinent 
Sabina Ott. Art & Design Department Chair 
Musical Theater 
Goodbye My Love/ Journey On From Ragtime 
Lyrics by Lynn Ahrens 
Music by Stephen Flaherty 
Featuring Graduating Seniors Micl1ael M. Peters, Harmony France, D. Eric Woolweber, 
Jackie Petzel. and Wi II Kurk 
Poem 
Ode to Honey 
By Graduating Senior Danielle Aquiline 
Tony Trigilio. Undergraduate Poetry Program Director 
Ken Daley, English Department Chair 
Awarding of Degrees 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Keith S. Cleveland, Dean, the Graduate School 
Cheryl Johnson-Odim. Dean. the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Leonard Lehrer. Dean. the School of Fine and Perfonning Arts 
Recessional 
Love Makes the World Go Round 
Arranged by Graduating Senior Milton Suggs 





























The Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 
Oh, say can you see, by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twil ight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bornbs bursting in air. 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there. 
0 say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep, 
Where the foe·s haughty host in dread silence reposes, 
What is that which the breeze. o'er the towering steep, 
As it fitfu lly blows. now conceals. now discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam. 
In fu ll glory reflected now shines on the stream: 
'Tis the star-spangled banner! 0 long may it wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has wiped out their fou l footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
Fron, the terror of flight, or the gloom of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
Oh! thus be it ever. when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved hon1es and the war's desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we must. for our cause it is just, 
And this be our motto: "In God is our trust:· 
And the star-spangled banner forever shall wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
Lift Every Voice and Sing 
By James Weldon Johnson 
Litt every voice and sing, till earth and Heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of liberty: 
Let our rejoicing rise, high as the listening skies, 
let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us, 
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us: 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun. 
Let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod, bitter the chastening rod, 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died; 
Yet with a steady beat, have not our weary feet. 
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered. 
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered: 
Out from the gloomy past, till now we stand at last 
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast. 
God of our weary years. God of our silent tears, 
Thou Who hast brought us thus far on the way: 
Thou Who hast by Thy might. led us into the light. 
Keep us forever in the path. we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God. where we met Thee. 
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine of the world. we forget Thee. 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand. may we forever stand, 





























Commencement of the Graduates of 
The Graduate School 
The School of Media Arts 
Sunday, May 14, 2006, 3:30 p.m. 
Preshow 
The 2006 Commencement preshow features performances by Colun1bia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
The Styles for the Contemporary Singer Performers (Bobbi Wilsyn, Director) 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Chicago Vocal Jazz Ensemble (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Frank Dawson, Director) 
Graduating Senior Vocalists 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
Processional 
March of the Co/umbians 
By Scott Ha II 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Introduction 
David Berner, Presiding 
Radio Department Faculty 
Manifest 2006 
Scenes from our 2006 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Welcome 
Allen M. Turner. Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
Presentation of Distinguished Honors 
Linda Johnson Rice, Publisher. Journalist. and Civic Leader 
Music 
Homecoming 
By Count Basie and Quincy Jones 
Lyrics by Rebecca Sayre 
Arranged by Scott Hall and Mimi Rohlfing 
Featuring Graduating Senior Vocalists Aviva Jones. Veronica Kott. and Milton Suggs 
Presidential Address 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter. President 
Graduate Student Address 
David Jude Greene, Master of Fine Arts in Interdisciplinary Arts and Media 
Annual Alumni Award for Academic Excellence 
Presentation of Award to Class of 2006 Salutatorian 






























Christopher M. Zuber, Salutatorian 
Fi lm & Video Department 
Bruce Sheridan, Film & Video Department Chair 
Animation 
Lost Track 
Barry Young, Animation Program Director 
Bruce Sheridan, Film & Video Department Chair 
Poem 
Ode to Honey 
By Graduating Senior Danielle Aquiline 
Tony Trigilio, Undergraduate Poetry Program Director 
Ken Daley, English Department Chair 
Awarding of Deg rees 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Keith S. Cleveland, Dean, the Graduate School 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean, the School of Media Arts 
Recessional 
Love Makes the World Go Round 
Arranged by Graduating Senior M ilton Suggs 
The Columbia Col lege Jazz Ensemble 
DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
A Celebration of Artists In Human Service 
Doctorates to be Conferred at Commencement Exercises, May 14. 2006 
Each year, Columbia College Chicago honors outstanding individuals in the arts, education. politics. and public 
information. These individuals have engaged their great talents in Important human service, and their life work and 
example embody the ideals and spirit of the College. 
BU DDY GUY 
Our Nation 's Leading Blues Artist 
World renowned blues artist Buddy Guy is a pioneer of Chicago's legendary West Side sound and a living link to our 
city's halcyon days of electric blues. 
He was seven years old when he fashioned his first makeshi~ "'guitar''-a two-string contraption attached to a piece 
of wood and secured with his mother's hairpins. It would be nearly another decade before Mr. Guy would own an 
actual guitar-a Harmony acoustic that now proudly sits on display at the Rock and Roll Hall or Fame in Cleveland. 
In 1957 he moved from Louisiana to Chicago, and within months l1e l1ad taken up residency in Chicago's fabled 708 
Club. By the early 1960s. Mr. Guy was a first,call session ,nan at Chess Records. As a session man, he backed the 
likes of Waters. Howlin' Wolf, Little Walter. and Sonny Boy Williamson. By the decade's end, Mr. Guy was staking 
out new creative territory. cutting albums like 1967's / Left My Blues in San Francisco, his last effort for Chess, and 
1968's A Man and the Blues for Vanguard. In the process, Mr. Guy, the purveyor of a stinging, attacking electric guitar 
style and wild. impassioned vocals, was capturing the minds of a growing number of rock musicians. His first three 
albums for Silvertone-the 1991 comeback smash Damn Right, I've Gor the Blues (reissued in 2005). 1993's Feels 
Like Rain and 1994's S//ppin' In-all earned Grammy Awards. 
Internationally acclaimed, five-time Grammy winner and inductee of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Mr. Guy has 





























LINDA JOHNSON RI CE 
Publisher, Journalist, and Civic Leader 
Linda Johnson Rice is President and Chief Executive Officer of Johnson Publishing Company, Inc., publisher 
of EBONY and JET n,agazines. and the nurnber one African-American publishing co,npany in the world. Ms. 
Rice oversees the corporation·s domestic and international business operations, which include Fashion Fair 
Cosmetics, the Johnson Publishing Company Book Division, and EBONY Fashion Fair. 
Prior to becoming CEO in 2002, she served as President and Chief Operating Officer, Vice President and 
Special Assistant to the Publisher, Vice President and fashion coordinator for EBONY ,nagazine, and fashion 
coordinator for EBONY Fashion Fair. She has received the Robie Award For Achievement in Industry from the 
Jackie Robinson Foundation, the Trumpet Award frorn Turner Broadcasting, the Alumni Merit Award from the 
University of Southern California, the Alumni of the Year Award from Kellogg Graduate School of Management's 
Black Management Association of Northwestern University. and the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational 
Fund. Inc. Equal Justice Award. 
Ms. Rice has addressed nu,nerous business, civic, professional, community and cultural groups, as well as 
dignitaries from the U.S. and foreign countries. She participated in President Clinton's Economic Summit. and 
served as a member of the United States Presidential Delegation to the Inauguration of Nelson Mandela, 
President of South Africa. Ms. Rice serves on the Board of Directors of Bausch & Lomb, Inc., Ki1nberly-Clark 
Corp., MoneyGram International, Inc., and Omnicom Group, Inc. She is a member of tile Magazine Publishers 
Association, the Advisory Council of the Smithsonian Institution National Museum of African American History 
and Culture, the Board of Trustees of the Art Institute of Chicago, the Woman's Board of the Art Institute 
of Chicago, the Board of Directors of the United Negro College Fund. University of Southern California, and 
Northwestern Memorial Corporation. She holds membership with several organizations including the National 
Association of Black Journalists and the Young Presidents Organization. 
Ms. Rice holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Journalism frorn the University of Southern California, and a 




Director, Author. Producer, and Founder of The Second City 
Director. author, and producer Bernard Sahl ins is the founder of The Second City, the world renowned Improvisational 
comedy troupe, for which he also served as longtime director and producer. 
Mr. Sahlins is the co-creator and longtlme producer of SCTV. the legendary Canadian sketch comedy TV show. He 
also co-founded the International Theatre Festival of Chicago and the Lithuanian International Theater Festival, and 
has directed and/or produced various shows In Chicago, New York, Los Angeles. London, and Toronto. 
Mr. Sahlins' directing credits include his own adaptation of The Mysteries for the Court Theatre, The Wasteland for 
the Humanities Festival & the Arts Club, The Cure ac Troy for Steppenwolf Theater. The Shoemakers Holiday, The 
Knight of the Burning Pestle, and The Burial at Thebes for the Chicago Shakespeare Theater. among myriad other 
productions. He has written and directed several works, including See the Light for the Museum of Science & 
Industry. The History of Comedy. Part 2 for the University of Chicago and A Woman for All Seasons, Jane Addams, and 
Dylan Thomas for the Il linois Humanities Festival. He has been a consultant for the Lithuanian Ministry of Culture 
and the Lithuanian National Theatre. the Walt Disney Company. the Market Theatre: Johannesburg, t11e Museum 
Campus, USIS: Romania, Lithuania, the University of Chicago arts programs, and the British Council. He is also the 
author of Days and Nights at the Second City: A Memoir, with Notes on Staging Review Theatre. 
Mr. Sahlins is the esteemed recipient of the Sergei prize for playwriting. the University of Chicago Professional 
Achievement Award. the Chicago Drama League's Professional Achievement Award, Joseph Jefferson Awards for 
directing and professional achievement. the Illinois Arts Alliance "Legend" award, and the Im prov Festival Achievement 
Award. He serves on the Advisory Board for Chicago·s Commissioner for Cultural Affairs, the Board of Directors for 





























ODE TO HONEY 
for my students 
By Danielle Aquiline 
Maria Ramirez looks at me and says 
my eyes are like honey. It is my first 
day teaching at Pasteur Elementary 
and several of my students can only 
speak Spanish. I ask them to write 
odes about their favorite things to eat. 
We speak bel ly and taste bud instead 
of syllables and soon I an, hungry. 
Maria writes Ode to White Rice and 
then says she doesn ·t know anything 
but how to put the pieces in her n1outh. 
I think of the bland swell of rice 
in the body, the raking of wet, 
the spill-the strange spit of pearl 
on the tongue. 
Rice comes from water, it is white like 
the clouds in the sky, white like my 
sweater, she says. 
And she ·s right. I find it necessary to tell 
her that rice has a history, that rice 
sings. She sings too, son,etimes 
through rice, sometimes alone. 
Sometimes scribbling: Rice is like 
snow falling from the sky. 
Ode to Honey is the winner of the 2006 Allen & Lynn Turner Com1nencement Poetry Competition 
A Record of Recog nitions* 
1964-2006 
2006 Buddy Guy Blues Musician 2001 Danny K. Davis Congressman and Advocate 
(0 
0 2006 Bernard Sahlins The Second City Founder of Education 0 2006 Linda Johnson Rice Journalist 2001 Lisel M ueller Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet N 2001 Renee Ferguson Investigative Reporter and 
2005 Bill Viola Video Artist Community Activist u.. 
2005 Mark Heister Fashion Designer 2001 Harold Ramis Director and Screenwriter 0 
2005 Alan Kay Computer Innovator 2001 Mikhail Baryshnikov Outstanding 
Contributor in the Field of the Arts (/) 
2004 Bill T. Jones Artistic Di rector and (/) 
Choreographer 2000 Oral Lee Brown Entrepreneur and Savior of <( 
2004 M ary Ellen Mark Photographer and Humanist Children 
-' 
2004 Frank Rich Author, Editor and Cultural Critic 2000 Sidney L. Port Philanthropist, Businessman. u 
and Son of Chicago 
2003 Russell Simmons Art & Music Advocate 2000 Robert V. Remini Scholar and Teacher w 
2003 Lois Weisberg Arts Manager & Advocate 2000 Robert Shaye Pioneer of Independent Film I 
2003 Tony Kushner Celebrated Playwright I-
2003 Henry Fogel Arts Manager & Advocate 1999 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr. Market Researcher u.. 
2003 John Wideman Celebrated Author and Corporate Leader 0 1999 Sara Paretsky Mystery Writer and 
2002 Grace Paley Author and Activist Champion of Women I-
2002 Alan Arkin Actor and Director 1999 William E. Strickland, Jr. E1npowering the z 
2002 Jawole Willa Jo Zolla Director and Disadvantaged Through the Arts w 
Choreographer 1999 Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. Storyteller, ~ 2002 Lewis M anilow Art Advocate Poet. and Voice of Truth 
w 
2001 Alton B. Harris Outstanding Columbia 1998 Momma Hawk Mentor of Hope for the Children u 
College Chicago Trustee 1998 John H. Bryan Exemplary Leadership in z 
2001 Jesse L Jackson, Jr. Member of the United Business and the Arts w 
States House of Representatives 1998 William Warfield Magnificent Voice of the ~ 2001 John Szarkowski Curator, Photohistorian, Century ~ Writer. & Photographer 1998 David Henry Hwang Truth-teller for Our Times 
0 
u 
1997 Fred Eychaner Media Innovator and 1993 Etta Moten Barnett Stage and Film 
Inspiring Activist Performer, and Arts Educator 
1997 Margaret Corbett Daley Civic Activist and 1993 Cindy Pritzker President. Board of 
First Lady of the City of Chicago Directors, Chicago Public Library 
1997 James W. Compton Champion of Racial 1993 Rigoberta Menchu Nobel Peace Prize Winner 
Equality 1993 Jane Alexandroff A Prime Contributor to 
the Success of Columbia College 
1996 Irv Kupcinet A Man, a City, an Era 1993 Carol Moseley-Braun United States Senator 
1996 John W. Rogers, Jr. Chicago's Pioneering 1993 Cokie Roberts Senior News Analyst. 
Investment Leader National Public Radio 
1996 Isabel Allende The Voice of Spirits, Magic, 
and Dreams 1992 Hedrick L. Smith Journalist 
1996 Richard Hunt Mozart of Metal Sculpture 1992 Mathilde Krim Medical Scientist and AIDS 
1996 Paul Simon United States Senator Crusader 
1992 Henry Aaron Baseball Player and Executive 
1995 Victor Skrebneski Photographer and Artist 
1995 John H. Johnson A Voice of Reason for All 1991 Douglas Turner Ward Founding Artistic Director. 
People The Negro Ensemble Company 
1995 Sandra P. Guthman A Driving Force Behind 1991 Helen Valdez President. Mexican Fine Arts 
Social Progress in Chicago Center Museum 
1995 Eugene C. D'Angelo, Jr. A Positive Catalyst 1991 Johnathan Rodgers President. CBS Television 
in the Con1munications Industry Stations 
1995 Ann Landers The Most Influential Woman in 1991 Willard L. Boyd, President. Field Museun1 of 
the United States Chicago 
1995 Ben Vereen The Very Definition of 
Entertainer 1990 Faith Hubley Anin1ator And Illustrator 
1990 Leon Despres Advocate Of Social Justice 
1994 The Right Honorable Hage G. Geingob 1990 Yousuf Karsh Photographer 
Prime Minister of The Republic of Narnibia 1990 Haskell Wexler Cinematographer 
1994 M yrlie Evers-Williams A Champion of Justice 1990 Clarence Page Editorial Columnist 
1994 Reverend John T. Richardson A Chicago 
Leader in Higher Education 1989 Bernard Lown Nobel Laureate For Peace, 1985 
1994 Rita Simo Musician, Teacher, and Social 1989 Sterling Stuckey Historian 
Reformer 1989 Bernice Weissbourd President, Family Focus 
1994 John Hope Franklin A Scholar for Our 1989 Leon Lederman Nobel Laureate in Physics. 
Generation 
1988 Kenneth G. Ryder President. Northeastern 1984 William Appleman Williams Historian 
University, Boston 1984 John Lewis Composer, Musician. and Founder 
1988 Mike Royko Newspaper Columnist of the Modern Jazz Quartet (0 
1988 John Birks "Dizzy" Gillespie Jau Trun1peter 1984 Victor Navasky Editor, The Nation Magazine 0 1988 Will iam Julius Wilson Sociologist 1984 Pamela Harriman National Civic Leader 0 1988 Ardis Krainik General Director, Lyric Opera ('I of Chicago 1983 The Honorable Harold Washington Mayor, 
City of Chicago LL 
1987 Lawrence K. Grossman President, NBC News 1983 Marjorie Craig Benton United States 0 1987 Pastora San Juan Cafferty Professor, Representative to U.N.I.C.E.F. 
Social Service Administration 1983 Marcel Ophuls Documentary Filmmaker if) 
1987 Jack Brickhouse Sports Broadcaster 1983 Christopher Jencks Educator if) 
1987 Margaret Burroughs Founder, Du Sable <( 
Museun1 1982 Helen Caldicott Peace Advocate 
_J 
1987 Irving B. Harris Distinguished Contributor to 1982 Sherry Lansing President. 20th Century Fox u 
Human Welfare 1982 Luis Valdez Writer Director and Producer 
1987 James Hightower Texas Commissioner of 1982 James Van Der Zee Photographer w 
Agriculture 1982 Garry Wills Colun,nist I 
I-
1986 Fred Friendly Broadcast Journalist and 1981 Franklin A. Long Scientist LL Educator 1981 Harry Edwards Sociologist 0 1986 Linus Pauling Nobel Laureate: Chemistry 1954 1981 Michael Cacoyannis Film Director 
and Peace 1962 1981 Marilyn French Writer I-
1986 Randall Robinson Executive Director. 1981 George McGovern Statesn,an z TransAfrica w 1986 William Ford United States Congressn1an 1980 Hermon D. Smith Chairman. Field Foundation ~ 1986 Ruth Adams Editor, Bulletin of the Atomic of Illinois 
Scientists 1980 Harry Weese Architect w 
1980 Lois WIiie Journalist and Pulitzer Prize Winner u 
1985 James Hoge Publisher, New York Daily News 1980 Ronald Williams President, Northeastern z 
1985 Eileen Southern Music Historian Illinois University w 
1985 Ray Nordstrand President, WFMT, Inc. ~ 1985 The Honorable Conor Cruise O'Brien Diplomat 1979 Jessie Woods Director, Urban Gateways ~ and Writer 1979 John Fischetti Political Cartoonist 
1979 Maya Angelou Poet 0 
1979 Carlos Fuentes Novelist u 
1979 Torn Wicker Journalist 
Candi dates for the 
MASTER OF AR T S DEGREE 2006 
Ash leigh Dean Adan1s Deanna Marie Gates Kara Leigh Mccartin Talonna Shree Sharp 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
& COUNSELING 
Leah Ayanna Banks Elliotte Christen Munnell Camille L. Threats 
JOURNALISM Virginia Janina Gavaghan DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY JOURNALISM 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY & COUNSELING 
Aisha Bell & COUNSELING Kelsey A. Thurn1an 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Casey Molloy Murtaugh JOURNALISM 
& COUNSELING Shea W. Gibbs INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
JOURNALISM John A. Weaver 
Miriam C. Broihier Jessica Jane Noll ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & Brooke Lynette Gilliland JOURNALISM MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING Betty L. Olson Alicia Marie Williams 
Kristina Burkel DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS Andrea Gundersen & COUNSELING & COUNSELING 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
Gregg Calvi rd & COUNSELING lndrani Parker Jennifer Lynn Wilson 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Jose M. Hernandez & COUNSELING 
Gabriela Edith Lagunes Amy B. Wooten 
' Chong-Hinojosa JOURNALISM Mauriceka D. Peavy JOURNALISM 
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION JOURNALISM 
Jill Huntsberger 
Richard Clark INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS Kimberly M. Rothwell 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
Agnieszka Alina Jachymczyk & COUNSELING 
Chelia A. Copeland INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
JOURNALISM Valerie Ann Rudden 
Roberta Lynn James DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
Zeenat M. Desai INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & COUNSELING 
JOURNALISM 
Jaimee Rae Jaucian Cristal Sabbagh 
Skye Enyeart DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS •• 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & COUNSELING 
Jeannine Elizabeth Salemi 
Joan Erenberg Tia Carol Jones DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY JOURNALISM & COUNSELING 
& COUNSELING 
Chasity Mechell Maxie Katherine L. Schaefer 
Avital Yael Furlager JOURNALISM JOURNALISM 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Candidates for th e 
MASTER OF ARTS MANAGEMENT 2006 
Vanessa Denise Abron 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Tiffani Renee Alexander 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Sam Alpert 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Juanita B. Amartey 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Michelle Camille Arnold 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
laroslava Babenchuk 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Kerri E. Bates 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Ganna Y. Bernadska 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Claire Alison Burgarl 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Kristen L. Caruso 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Peyton A. Caruthers 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Sy-Hwa Chen 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Staci R. Collins 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Kalie A. Conlin 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Amanda M. Elston 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Amanda Eresh Farrar 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Amy N. Fricllone 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Brian S. Grabiner 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Liza Miranda C. Grisales 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Marcia Grossmann Cohen 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Ryan Charles Guhde 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Lauren Ashley Gunzel 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Jeanene Michelle Haley 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Kendra Anne Hay 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Michael Garrett Herring 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Rebecca Mary HIii 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Tanya Hugill 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Ayesha Ameerah Jaco 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Lindsey P. Jenniches 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Shawn Renee Lent 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Faunta S.E. Luckett 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Surinder Martignetti 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Rian McSwa1n Walker 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Omar J. Miller 




ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Caroline Nilsson 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Lee Ann Norman 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Sebrevia D. Osborne 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Sara Rocharungsal 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Armon Ruffin 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Alejandro F. Sanchez 
Garcia 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Laura Anne Soncrant 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
In Kyung Song 






























Master of Arts M anagement 2006 Continued 
Selena Staten 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Amy Michele Stepanek 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Allan David Waite 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Erica Lynn Walker 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Tara L. Watkins 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Meghan Raley Weimer 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Joseph Fernando Zambrano 





Candidates for the 
MASTER OF ARTS I N TEACHING 2006 
Celestene Adams Randle Laura Ibarra Emily Mary Schwartz 
Edwards URBAN TEACHING ART EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Jason Jay Ivy Nina A. Shah 
Tatjana Angermeyer ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Carvalhal 
ART EDUCATION Pequette Lacasse-Johnson Alexis Nicole Spatz 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Maria del Carmen Araujo 
Maria Carmen Mazin Kathleen Sue Tieri URBAN TEACHING 
URBAN TEACHING ART EDUCATION 
Cherisa Baity 
Traci Erin McNamara ELEMENTARY EDUCATION Gretchen A. Ventura 
ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Gloria E. Carrion 
URBAN TEACHING Leticia Medellin Sheronda M. Williams 
l URBAN TEACHING ELEMENTARY EDUCATION Gregory Castellanos 
r 
ART EDUCATION Diana E. Monroe Laura A. Zaniolo 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Brian M. Cerda 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION l feoma I. Nkemdi 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Rosita W. Chan 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION Margarita Criollo Nunez 
URBAN TEACHING 
Dina Esther Cintron 
URBAN TEACHING Wendy G. Pinal-Sevilla 
URBAN TEACHING 
Alex Garabed Damarjian 
Sarah A Poynter ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ART EDUCATION 
Maritza De Leon 
l URBAN TEACHING Heather Lynn Reed ART EDUCATION 
Krista Jean Genovese 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION Maribel Rodriguez 
URBAN TEACHING 
Claudia Hernandez 
URBAN TEACHING Kelly Isabel Salvador 
URBAN TEACHING 






























Candidates for the 
MASTER OF F I NE AR T S 2006 
Evonne N. Acevedo Amber Bryana Orea Bridget Marie Kies hnants Ozers 
CREATIVE WRITING- POETRY CREATIVE WRITING- FICTION INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA MEDIA 
Christopher Patrick Ankney Katherine L. Dyke 
CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY PHOTOGRAPHY Dan Killian Tina M. Raffaele-Lamitie 
CREATIVE WRITING- FICTION CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION 
Danielle L. Aquiline Carol Harbo Eding 
CREATIVE WRITING- POETRY CREATIVE WRITING- POETRY Aaron D. Kohl Cole A. Robertson 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & PHOTOGRAPHY 
Charles A. Belanger Kevin C. Freese PAPER ARTS 
CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION Claudette Roper 
Stephanie Kuehnert INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
Lindsay Renae Bell Kevin Furlong CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION MEDIA 
CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION 
Aimee S. Lee Dan Schwarzlose 
Maria Cynthia Howard Burke Felipe Garcia INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & PHOTOGRAPHY PAPER ARTS MEDIA 
PAPER ARTS 
Steven Claude Godfrey Elizabeth M. Long Margaret Lynn Sears 
Sarah A. Calfee PHOTOGRAPHY INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
CREATIVE WRITING- FICTION PAPER ARTS PAPER ARTS 
David Jude Greene 
Elizabeth Sara Caudy INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & Margaret G. Lopez Lynn Susan Shapiro 
PHOTOGRAPHY MEDIA CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY CREATIVE WRITING- FICTION 
Holly Elaine Conley Deborah Guzman Becky Marshall Hannah Marie Simpson 
CREATIVE WRITING- FICTION PHOTOGRAPHY INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Katherine Ann Corboy Michelle C. Harmon Cecil McDonald, Jr. Jeffrey J. Smith 
CREATIVE WRITING- FICTION INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE PHOTOGRAPHY FILM &VIDEO 
John Steven Cummins Marguerite L. Harrold Elizabeth Michele McMinn Amanda Ellen Snyder 
CREATIVE WRITING- POETRY CREATIVE WRITING- POETRY INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION 
Elizabeth M . Czekner W. Joshua Heffernan Michael Patrick McNichols Marissa Spalding 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & CREATIVE WRITING- FICTION CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY 
MEDIA 
Hillary Isaacs Johnson Matthew Nighswander Valerie Taglieri 
John Franklin Dandridge CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION PHOTOGRAPHY INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY MEDIA 
Bernadette Jones Sara Loosen Otto 
Naima Ayanna Dawson CREATIVE WRITING- FICTION INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & Steven Teref 




INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS 
Angela Jean Watters 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Emily Elizabeth Wong 
CREATIVE WRITING- POETRY 
Margaret Wright 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Elizabeth T. Wuerffel 































Laura R. Williams, Fashion Design 
Sabina Ott, Art & Design Department Chair 
Co-Salutatorians 
Penelope K. McKin1n1, Fiction Wirt ing 
Randall Albers, Fiction Writing Department Chair 
Christopher Zuber, Film & Video 
Bruce Sheridan, Film & Video Department Chair 
Candidates for the 
BACHELOR OF MUS I C DEGREE 2006 
Jeffrey A. Thomas 
Candidates for the 
BACHE LOR OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 2006 
U) 
Claudia Aguilar• Gina N. Cella Galina Dvorkin Emily K. Hart* 0 
Sabrina A. Aiello Anna M. Cerniglia Kelly T. Dykstra Craig D. Hartman• 0 
Jessica L. Altus Junghye Cha Jack K. Edinger• Kimberly A. Hayes• N Gary S. Amerine• Suttatip Chittayasotorn Michael D. Elias David James Heiniger 
Danielle L. Anderson• Katherine C. Chopp Cole Emde Adama N. Henry u_ 
Erin L. Anderson Sarah R. Christmann Paola A. Fajardo Sahyley Hernandez 0 Luke Anthony Andreoni Edward J. Cinefro• Gisele M. Farmer Sadie L. Hewitt 
Kozue Aochi Kerry A. Cipowski Joseph S. Farris Audrey Patrice Hinrichs* (/) Yes Blagoev Apostolov Daniel Joseph Ciskey• Miguel A. Fernandez Kara M. Hladky (/) Ashley Arnold Brianne L. Clark• Elizabeth C. Fogarty Amanda S. Hogg• 
<! Alexis D. Arteaga Marcus F. Clark Harmony Jeanne France Sara H. Hopkins 
Alis K. Atwell" Ryan Patrick Clarke• Jesse B. Freese Emily Ann Homing• .....I 
Jessica S. Audey Elizabeth Cockrum* Jennifer E. Fuentes Eric Adam Hudson u Valerie J. Baciak Sarah A. Coleman Britney Ann Furgeson Sarah A. Hughes* 
Stepan Badasyan Nina Colonna Elizabeth Gajos Yoonsun Hwang LJJ Katarzyna Baldan Nicole F. Companik* Christopher C. Gallevo Narohito Ito :c Jillian J. Ball Michael Bermard Corona Michael J. Gallo lkuyo lwadate• I-Jeremiah C. Barber* Adan E. Corral Rosi E. Garcia Gretchen M. Jankowski• 
Amber Lynn Beach William A. Covington Patrick C. Gavula Zuzanna Jarzebska u_ Kari L. Belsaas Amy S. Coyle Mercia E. Givogre Mark Wayne Johnsen 0 Karen M. Bergstrand* Melissa A. Cracco Kullachet Goesiripong Cheyenne S. Johnson 
Brianne B. Beyer Kimberly Anne Crown• Marina Golubova• Jennifer L. Johnson• I-Sarah M. Black• Elizabeth M. Crull" Russel G. Gonzales• Zachary J. Johnston~ 
z Jill M. Boomer Graham B. Cundiff Kyle W. Gozo • Hyeoeun Kang 
Myles Lucas Bosack" Matthew R. Cu sac Sarah M. Grana• Joan-Hee Kang LJJ 
Joshua P. Boswell Stephanie Kara Czaja Margaret Jeanette Gray Yuki Kato* ~ Andrea N. Brengman"' Hannah Saffron Jocelyn Renee Grove Caitlin Leah Keeler• 
Ashleigh Eileen Brickley Czehatowski• Crystal L. Grover Laura A. Kesselring• LJJ 
Megan Caroline Brock Dayna M. Dabek Carolyn E. Guill Puja Khanna u Sulah K. Buck Carl C. Dahlstedt Lucia Guzman• Safoora Khurshid z Eric Nathaniel Burman Stephanie Jean Dana* Anthony W. Hall• Jung.min Kim 
LJJ Linsey A. Burritt• Marissa M. De Leon• Jessica C. Hall Seyoung Kim• 
Lauren A. Butler Dane J. Deasy Christina Rose Hambright Martyna A. Klimek ~ Christopher J. Caluya Stewart L. Debrito Alexa L. Hanrahan Daniel J. Koentopp* ~ Joel K. Canik Harlan B. Douglas Garrett C. Hansell Jennifer S. Kowalewski 
Laura B Cartwright Karolina P. Drzazgowski April A. Hanson .. Dana Marie Kraska* 0 Kristin R. Casey'• Joevanny Duran Catrina Ja'Net Harris Bryan K. Kryszewski* u Diana G. Castillo Ann Theresa Durheim* Gregory J. Harris• Quinne F. l~unkel* 
Bachelor of Fi ne Arts Degree 2006 Continued 
Joshua S. Kurpius Keegan Parker Moon Geoffrey D. Prairie* Brook A. Stafford* 
Marilyn Lara Crystal Meredith Moore* Ben R. Prator Anne E. Staples* 
Staci J. Leatherland Flora W. Moy Artemis V. Psathas * Hilary I. Steffens 
Ewelina S. Legowiak Jennifer L. Mucino Angela M. Pulido Jiyoung Suk 
Michael J. Lesniak* Trinette K. Mura Rochelle E. Ralston Daniela Maria Sumerano* 
Bridget Erin Letchos • Meghan E. Murphy* Ian C. Randal l* Lauren E. Swihart* 
Kezia C. Liversidge* Jason M. Nagel Donna J. Ray"' Rachael A. Szmajda * 
Nicole Lynn Lopez Dena Najera Benjamin D. Reed* Sarah E. Taylor 
David M. Lubarski Lauren M. Nelson Andrew Chase Resek* Amanda L. Thayer 
Kanjana Luengthada* Jessica Nevarez Jennifer Richards Nathan Michael Thomas* 
Derek Tyler Lynch Mistey A. Nguyen Valerie Joy Rietveld Andrea Elizabeth Tournis 
Althea D. MacMil lan Christopher R. Nichols Anthony Rizzuto* Yi-Ling Tsai 
Dennis M. Madden Rea Nicolaou Caryn L. Robinson Clinton E. Tuazon* 
David D. Maki Gail H. Nicoll* Brandi L. Roeser* Patrick G. Turner 
Aaron C. Manby* Catherine E. Nielsen* Ciara N. Ruffino Michelle Lynn Van Heel 
Petia H. Manoi I ova* Shinobu Nishi* Eric T. Ryan Lindsey M. Velasco 
Andrew P Marhoul Nicholas B. O'Hollearn Cara E. Sabin* David A. Veller 
Theresa Ann Mariano* Kunlmasa Odagi Grant R. Sabin* Laura M. VonFange 
Robert David Martin• Thomas E. Oddi Hilary N. Sahn Christina Jean Wagner 
Alejandro Martinez Tin1othy R. Ohlerking Inez M. Salcido Michelle L. Ward 
Joe Luis Martinez Matthew Ronald Ohm* Janel R. Sansone Michele R. Wayman* 
Slava S. Maty Jul ia A. Olson* Mahalia J. Santiago Quentin A. Webb* 
Aaron J. Mays RaeAnn E. Olson Nonphan Santikon Brian P. Weber 
Erin E. McClellan Chanat Oonhateparuk JIii Diane Sawicki Courtney L Weber 
Fa llon T. McErlean Meghan M. Osborne Matthew William Schmid Lisa A. Weber 
Martin J. McGowan William Richard Owens Anna C. Schreiner Lynn Marie Weed* 
Chris R. McMorrow Dana M. Pach I* Michael J. Sendra Hsin-Yi Wei 
Alyce H. McQueen* Jenny Y. Park Jessica J. Settecase William B. White 
Alexis K. McQuilkin* Vernon L. Payne Laura M. Seul* Melissa Anne Whorf 
Ashley L. Meek Oscar F. Pedroza Leah D. Shanholtz* Allison M. Williarns" 
Sandra 8. Mendoza Gueorgui N. Perfanov Sofiya Shrayber* Laura R. Williams* 
Myriarn Mercado Gi l* Matthew T. Phelan Justin W. Siddons Taylor M. Wilson 
Urszula B. Michalska* Elbert S. Phillips Melany I. Silva* Lindsay Anne Winkler* 
Jonathan s. Mills Elbert S. Phi ll ips Michael Sim Matthew C. Witt 
lnah Min Christiene Marie Melisa J. Smilowski Jared A. Wojcik* 
James A. Moebus Pierre-Jerome Heather M. Smith* Oscar Estuardo Yaquian 
Kin1berly Joy Molitas * Sandra Pineda Ian D. Sn1ith Cl1itawan Yingprasert 
Sarah P. Mondragon Agnieszka B. Piwowarczyk* Jayni Arlene Smith* Kuan S. Yuen 
Steven Montague• Tia S. Poklen Zachary W. Srnith Olivia J. Zaranti 
Meredith E. Montano Kristin M. Pol ickey* Brian Andrew Sorg* Rocky David Zeitler 
Patricia A. Moomey* Brady J. Polowy Amanda Joy Speer* 
Ca ndidates for the 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 2006 (0 
Kristin M. Aardsma Guadalupe Angulo Juanita Barajas Evan D. Berkowitz 0 
Jamison S. Acker• Cristina M. Anichini•· Grazio K. Barattini Chnstine M. Berson• 0 
Shukura Acosta-Worth· Jessica B. Antes David Barboza Brad J. Besser• N Timothy W. Adams* Michael R. Antonicelli * Preston Scott Barclay Jared M. Best 
Kemi M. Adedapo Sara Anwar Anthony J. Bardin Suhasmi Bharani LL 
M,anne Adufutse-Chandler• Kurt A. Anzelone Daniel A. Barile Shawn J. Bick 0 Luz Adriana Agudelo Lindsie Erin Arbeiter Shana V. Barker Lynette R. Bickerstaff 
Daniel Aguilar Iris G. Archilla Stephanie S. Barnes Douglas S. Biel (/) 
Kevin M. Ahern Adnan Arroyo Alesia M. Barnhill• Justyna Bielawska (/) Soo Hyun Ahn Rodrigo V. Assad • Hettie V. Barnhill Jennifer Billock 
<1'.'. Prince A. Akbar Marisol Astiazaran• Joshua M Barnum Dan H. Binder• 
Hafsat A.B. Alaka Robert D. Athey Nicole L. Barracca • Timothy Richard Binney _J 
Rachael K. Albers• Elbert Au Amy C. Bartley-Vigil Joseph S. Bird• u 
Melissa Gayle Albert Jordan D. Aubey Bradley M. Bartolo* Amanus J. Bishop 
w Christopher F. Albright• Aleksandra Augaitis Carrie Barton Kaitlin R. Bishop• 
Jason R. Alcorn• Robert T. Auld-Wright Melissa L. Bartz William M. Bizeau I 
Enk A. Alden• Krystin Aunemma Graham Josepl1 Baruch Shani T. Black r Dawn Katherine Alderman* Lydia M. Avalos Stephanie L. Bassos Brooke K. Blankenship• 
Nicholas P. Aleck Bryce J. Averitt Danielle L. Bastian' Megan Lynn Blaszkiewicz LL 
Terrance B. Alexander Catherine A. Avila Derek 8. Bates Brian A. Blevins 0 Nicole A. Alfieri Julio Avila Matt S. Battaglia Christine L. Blevins 
Michael P. Alianello Blanca F. Aviles Erin K. Bauer• Chnstopher R. Blough r 
Gregory Scott Allen Andre L. Azoubel Phillip T. Bauer Meochia Nochi Blount z Gwendolyn Eve Allen Michael S. Baek Adi Bauman Nicole M. Bock• w Jasmine N. Allgood• Ou Bai• Kristen D. Baumgarten Matthew J. Boehm• ~ Oliver M. Alling• Corey Lynn Bailey• Erin Renee Baumrucker Thornas J. Bollinger 
Layal Alsaad Shelby L. Bailey• Reena R. Baxter Mark W. Bolton w 
Robert E. Alt• Kevin M. Bain Jennifer D. Baymon• Tiffany C. Bomar u Gabnel J. Alvarez Jennifer M. Baird lyanna R. Bell RoshoniZ. Bonds z Rebecca Elyse Ament Alan J. Baker Justin R. Bell Lia S. Bonfilio• 
Michael T. Ames Joseph J. Balczo Patricia J. Bendix Sherese L Booker w 
Doug Evan Anderson Jaimie M. Ball Janel C. Benisch* John V. Bord sen• ~ Kelly C. Anderson• Christina H. Ballis James C. Benton· Zoely Borges 
~ Mark Ward Anderson* Alexander L. Banks• Zlatan Beogradlija Alma Petra Boro 
Melanie R. Anderson Kelly R. Banks Anthony Berg John W. Bosher · 0 Michelle Naomi Andriano Melody A. Banks Michael J. Bergland Jessica A. Bourne' u Peter J. Andronis Timothy J. Barabas Kathryn M. Bergquist• Christopher A. Bowen 
I 
Timothy William Boyd Marnie Anne Campbell Patrick A. Cheng* Lisa A. Conant• 
Erin P. Boylan* Michael T. Campbell Jenny Kirk Chernansky Gary C. Conaway II 
Tiffany M. Bratcher Terrell H. Campbell Nolan S. Chessman* Tiffiney N. Conaway 
Cary R. Brayboy Aimee E. Campos Anna Marie Chiodo Allen Edward Conkle 
Judith Lynne Bredfeldt James E. Cannon Wancy Young Cho Sarah E. Constien 
Lynda M. Brendish* Miehe' N. Caple Jennifer M. Choi Mary Elizabeth Conway* 
John N. Brescia Christopher Thon1as Patrick R. Christensen Amber D. Cook* 
Jared R. Brewner* Capodice Cl1ristina A. Christman Nikea M. Cook 
Austyn L. Brickler Michael J. Cappiello* Lisa M. Chung Katrina R. Cooke 
Graham Bridgman* Michael C. Capulli Michael Vincent Ciacco Claire S. Cooney* 
Holly M. Brinkman* Constance P. Carbone Echo L. Cianchetti Jordan R. Cooney 
Eric R. Brooks Aaron E. Carbonell Sarah A. Ciciora* Shana B. Cooper* 
Christopher W. Brosch An1y R. Cardoza Uros Cicmil Kevin R. Corazza 
Patrick T. Brouillette Kristin A. Carducci Nicolette A. Cieslak* Maggie J. Corbett* 
Benjamin P. Brown Grace E. Carl Adani sse Cintron Scott J Corchin 
Constie L. Brown Amanda J. Carlson* Gabriel M. Cirrintano Andrea L. Cordts* 
Gina E. Brown Frank R. Carney* Michael A. Ciulla Andrea B. Cornett* 
Judson Michael Brown* Jeffrey M. Carney Daniel J. Clark David Cortes 
Kristina K. Brown Maurielle D. Carpenter* Michael R. Clark* Macario Cortes Ill 
Nicholas William Brown Candida Carrillo Redmond Robert Clark Sarah E. Cote* 
Julianna V. Brudek Ayanna Kahmil Carter* Thomas V. Clayton Demetria I. Cotter 
Carla Bruton Denise L. Carter Vince D. Clemente Stephanie A. Couey 
James Michael Bryan* Elizabeth A. Carter* Amanda S. Cline Jenessa B. Coveny 
Julie M. Bucek* Tamika Sujuane Andy C. Cline Brittany C. Covington 
Lindsay S. Buckingham Carter-Hargrove* Stephanie Coate Amber Cox 
Elizabeth K. Buehrle Kellie Anne Cartwright* Nicole E. Cobb-Oliver Darren G. Cox 
Robert N. Buikema Allison R. Casey Kerri Lynn Cochran* Shannon B. Coyne* 
Jermaine P. Bulie Evrod James Cassimy Lisa M. Coester Michael Alan Crane* 
Kaitlyn M. Bun1ler* Roman J. Castaneda Christine M. Coffey Deborah A. Crawford 
Mathew D. Burbank Michelle N. Castro Zaidy Cohn-Gomez Suzanne E. Cro,nbie 
Glenn A. Burckart Ill Robert Francis Caton Brittany A Cole* James A. Crook 
Melissa C. Burgan Clinton w. Catton* Candice V. Cole James C Croskey 
Eric S. Burgher* Brian J. Caunter Yah-mari T. Cole Stephanie Lynn Crull* 
Jose R. Burgos Mary Cegann Elisabeta E. Colella Joan V. Cuartero * 
Joseph H. Burke Jennifer N. Celaya* Natasha D. Coleman Kelly N. Cunningham* 
Deanine Marie Busche* Rachel A. Cerda Jason C. Collette Michael G. Cunningham* 
Christine Caballero* Francis Charles Cermak Jr. Steven R. Colletti* Steven J. Cunningham 
Rochella D. Cain Michael B. Chait Geoffrey S. Collins Maxwell A. Cuprys 
Jennifer Lynn Callahan* Riekena K. Chambers Jeffery D. Colombani * Constance V. Curry 
Lyttleton L. Callender Charenda M. Chapman lewis Colon• Jackie M. Czyznikiewicz 
Jason W. Camp Diana R. Cheevers* Sean C. Con,bs Gina M. D'Onofrio 
William L. Dagen 1v• Nicholas D. DiFronzo Patrick J. Duggan James R. Evans 
Jessica R. Dal Pra Merari Diaz• Reynaldo F. Dumas* Sarah Harmony Evensen· 
Chelsea Anne Dalton Megan Elizabeth Dickens Ryan Patrick Duncan• Jason Thomas Eversw CD John E. Daniel Lauren M. Dickey Daniel A. Ounhac Trista M. Evjen 0 Patrick A. Daniels Meloney L. Dillingham Adria L. Dunn Laura Marie Ewing 
0 Jeffrey Allen Danna• Michael David D1mestico• Jason P. Dunne• Jason N. Fabeck 
Summer N. Daugherty• Katherine Leigh Dineen Marc Edward Dunworth• Dominick P. Facklis N 
Andrew A. Davis Mollie C. Oinstbier Mike R. Dupuy Sean Patrick Fahey 
LL Ashley R. Davis• Jeff S. Disler Neil J. Ouschene Helen L. Fa,hng• 
Edward L. Davis Cassandra S. Dixon Lindsay N. Dusseau Antoinette Failla• 0 
Eric P. Davis Dayna Mary Dixon• Calvin E. Dutton II Margaret C. Faircloth· 
Lance E. Davis Michael C. Dixon Amy L. Dvorak* Gresham (f) 
Mya J. Davis Monica A. Dixon Allyson K. Dykhuizen* Deanna R. Faison (f) 
Mya J. Davis Caroline Ann Dobbe' Derek B. Dziak Lauren M. Faleni <! Syreeta M. Davis Amanda M. Dobesh Andrea E. Earles Jason K. Falkinham 
.....J David J. Davison• Ashley A. Dobson· Daniel J. Eckberg Stephanie B. Fanara• u Amanda N. Dayton• Nikola Ookic Jennifer Michele Edge Antonella Maria Fanelli 
James Paul De Jesus Marcus L. Dolly Aaron C. Ectwards• Claudia C. Fantauzzo• lJj Clayton C. De La Chapelle Adam Domain Amy Elizabeth Eiden Scott C. Farago 
I Holly L. De Ruyter• Amber Megan Donahue• Alexandra C. Eidenberg• Laura Farber• 
Michael N. De Trana Jerrie Lorraine Donahue• Heidi Beth Ekstrom · Ardy Fatehi • I-
Derek B. DeBoard Ross J. Doolin* Erin P. Elders Venessa V. Fawley LL Michelle L. DeBois Maria D. Oordal Shira B. Ellenberg Brian Patrick Fee• 
0 Kristin D. DeFrancisco Alicia L. Dorr .. Jenica L. Elliott Jennifer A. Feehan• 
Shervene OeJohnson A. Nakesha Dorsey Nicholas Norman Elliott Robert Lorenzo Felder 
Jeana M. OeKruiff* Brian J. Doubek Christopher Burke Ellis* Amy Fenton I-
LoryAnne DePalma Dean Sheldon Douglas Christos T. Ellis• Adam J. Ferington z 
Matthew J. Destefano Andrew Alexander Dowd* Lindsay Morgan Elwardt* Christina A. Fernando lJj 
Shannon N. Dewolfe• Joanna Lynn Orabik• Edward M. Emanuelson Amanda L. Ferri ~ Jenna Lynn Oeidel • Cheryl Ilene Draper Kayla M. Emter~ Daniela S. Fields 
Annalyn Cabrera Delarosa Carlee Jo Drendel Kristin Elizabeth Engquist• Debra Ann Fine lJj 
Sandra Delgadillo Renee K. Oreznes Anthony D. Enstice David M. Fink u Steven J. Delgado·· Ryan M. Driscoll Daniel G. Epstein• Michelle C. Finkler• z Anthony Thomas Oellumo• Brian P. Drugan Joseph D. Erickson Maisha A. Fishburne• 
lJj Amanda E. Dennis Matthew Richard DuBois Laura A. Ericson Melissa J. RtzPatrick• 
Christopher E. Dever• Kara S. Dubs Ashley Marie Eriksen y Ross E. Flader ~ Anthony Jacob Devoe Kyle M. Duda* Elizabeth Delores Erkel* Jade D. Flagg ~ Hertz C. Oezir James C. Dudas Jenna Elisa Ertl Shawna Len nett Flavell• 
Riccardo Di Cola* Derek Jerstan Dudek Liliana Esquivel Stephen D. Flemister 0 Mary M. OiBardino Janelle D. Dudley Jessica L. Estrada Michael I. Flemons u Kristen M. OiCristofano .. Andrew Lloyd Duggan·• Lindsay M. Euller Jessica D. Flook• 
Jacqueline Flores Loren E. Galvin Nicole Gouletsos Robert S. Han1i lton 
Joshua T. Flowers-Pasquith Karina Garay Nicole Carria Goutos Willian, W. Hamilton 
Robert Scott Flumignan"' Charles H. Garb Mary K. Grady Charles Hammond 
Andrew J. Flynn Aubrey Garcia* Lucas L. Graham Daniel J. Hanger 
Rachael Ann Folk* Sonia K. Garcia Carl Aaron Grant Michael J. Hannan* 
Todd J. Follett Jack H. Gardner Jordan W. Grant Douglas P. Hansen 
Dawn Marie Follmuth Jasn1ine R. Gardunio Ryan Alan Grant• Edward R. Hansen• 
Catherine C. Forman• Jason R. Gary Jeffrey M. Green Michael Wayne Hansen 
Leon Andre Fornelli John D. Gaskill Lee T. Greenberg* Robert M. Hanson* 
Jessica Marie Joseph M. Gavigan Lindsay D. Greenhill Alice E. Happel 
Forrest-Johnson Josefa Geiss* James Dee Greilick Michael L. Hardin 
Tunisia Dion Fortson Keren S. Gelfand Marcus D. Grewe Tiffany Marie Hardin· 
Lauren B. Foster AnnMarie Genovese Kate E. Gritn1on* Samantha Harding* 
Aretha Fouch* Blesson George John N. Grkovic Timothy C. Harkins 
Rana Fouda Michael Joseph Gerardi Kristin A Groff James R. Harris Jr. 
Jeffrey Thomas Fowler Robyn Kay Gerry* Justin Michael Grohnke Jamie D. Harris 
Jesica M. Fowler Goodrich Jack Gevaart Anne E Groom• Marquita K. Harris 
Kathryn K. Fowler• Nicolra Denise Gholston Steven P. Groo1n Robin M. Harris 
Jamie M. Fox Helen Tania Giagkou* Eric M. Gross,. Ronald T. Harris 
Lisa N. Frame Gina Andrea Giambalvo"' Nicholas O. Grubisich Deirdre Kathleen Hart 
Andrew Gregory Francisco* Josh S. Gibson* Seth I. Gruenwald Tawanna R. Hart 
Antonette Marie Franzese Daniel M. Giddens Judith Guarin Joshua E. Harvoth 
Katharina Franzheim* Andy M. Gilbert Karina L. Guico* Jacqueline R. Haskins 
Leslie Jean Frazier Janelle Ann GIibert Melissa A. Gunther* James Brandon Hauer* 
Megan N. Freeman* Genna G. Gintzig Stacey Lynn Gurnitz Elizabeth A. Hauser* 
William Gregory Freeman Adelia Semone Givens Angela B. Gusman Nicholas P. Havens 
Darcy A. French-Myerson* Tracy K. Gladden Neal A. Gustafson Marie L. Hawkins 
Heather L. Frey Christopher J. Gladfelter Carl A. Guyton Audrey Laquanser Haynes 
Andrej Friedman Phillip M. Gleason Mary B. Haberski Tracy G. Haywood 
Kevin Marshall Friedman Danielle R. Gold Katherine E. Haeger* Kerry Lynn Healy 
Jeffrey P. Friend Ellen B. Gold Stacy Marie Hafner Kyle Hecht 
Jere1ny E. Frye"' Darling E. Gomez Carolyn M. Hal1n* Rebecca Ann Hedberg 
Christina M. Fuentes Bethany D. Gomillion Christopher D. Hainey Bianca R. Hedges 
Christine L. Fugate* Alvaro R. Gonzalez Benjamin Stafford Hall* Christopher M. Hefner* 
Sarah K. Fuhrer Enrique Gonzalez Jr. Evan A. Hall Joshua D. Heidenreich 
Kathleen Fulgencio Jose A. Gonzalez Robert D. Hall Ryan Frederick Heindl* 
Seraya Fulton Marcus J. Gonzalez Sean Martin Halvorsen* Lauren Elizabeth Heitzinger* 
John T. Furby* Matthew J. Good* Yusuke Hamabuchi Jacob R. Hekter 
Sarah Christine Furnish* Matthew W. Gordon• Mao Hamazaki Matthew T. Helphingstine 
Desiree Marie Fuzak Natasha T. Gornik Lauren C. Hamilton* Mark Alan Hemmersbach 
Katie Elizabeth Galvin Andrea B. Gostomski Quiana N. Hamilton Elizabeth Ann Herbert 
Richard T. Hermann Courtney A. Honer• Maureen Elizabeth Jacob• Evita L. Jones 
Anitra T. Hernandez Courtney L. Hooper Brian Thomas Jacobs' Jennifer E. Jones 
Miguel E. Hernandez Toshiba A. Hopkins Margaret A. Jacobs Khamelah R. Jones CD Lizzette Herrera Jessica K. Hornung Jennifer M. Jacobsen Dionne Louise Joseph· 0 Vanessa Y. Herrera Erika L. Horowitz Conrad B. Jacobson• Jessica L. Joseph 
Eric G. Hewitt Alisha D. Horton Stephanie M. Jakubiak Nicole N. Joseph 0 
Katie A. Hewitt• Amanda R Howard Jamillah A. James Jane K. Joslin N 
Vanessa L. Hickey Andrew G. Howell Milton D. James-Suggs Jamie M. Joyce 
Chassidi R. Hickey- Samantha A. Howell• Matthew D. Jameson• Lorie M. Jozwiak u.. 
Ferguson Lauren Helene Huber Nicholas D. Janecki Bridgette E. Jung 0 
Cortney Arin Hicks Damian M. Huck• Sang-Ah Jang W. Cash Kaelin 
Nicole A. Hicks* Brian J. Hudson• Tae-Woong Jang• Jennifer M. Kaja (f) 
Rudy R. Hidding Halima v. Hudson Vishnudasa A. Jani• Alicia R. Kalkhoff• (f) 
Richard M. High Keene L Hudson• Michael J. Jarecki Michalakis G. Kalopedis * <! Breanne Tiffany Hija Samuel M. Hudson Marta Jarosz Anissa L. Kaminski• 
__J Shirley M. Hilderbrand Ryan K. Huff Angela Ellen Jarrett Amelia R. Kanan (.) Andrea R. Hill Tempie J. Huger Suzanne E. Jarvis Martin T. Kane. Jr.• 
Anthony A. Hill* Humberto Huizar Lourdes Jasso• Naomi B. Kane w Christopher J. Hill Jessica Anne Hummel Rodolfo Jauregui Jr. Jacob A. Kanelos• 
Doretha Hill Chris T. Humphrey Matthew J. Jencik • Joshua D. Kantarski* I 
Nicholas A. Hill Robin P. Hunter• John Jensen Dlmitrios E. Kapsalis r 
Pamela L. Hines* Emily J. Hurd* Matthew D. Jent Alexandra H. Karoubas 
Raul S. Hinojosa Gade M. Hutaff Christopher A. Jermal Michael J. Kash u.. 
Scott J. Hirsch Ne,1 J. Hyneman• Meerly Jerome Ryan A. Kasnick• 0 
Czar Gilbert H,zon• Michael A. Hynes Griselda Jimenez Michael Paul Kasper• 
Kimberly A. Hoban Pasquale A. lannino Guadalupe Jimenez Jared Simon Kassof r 
Anthony E. Hoch Nicole B. lgol Lorena C. Jimenez Brian Ross Kauppi z 
Bryan K. Hoday Lina M. llekis Stephanie E. Johns• Eric Kawa w 
Travis D. Hoefle Brian D. Inman Brad Johnson Scott R. Kawa ~ Keith M. Hoffman Natalie Marie Innocenti Brett A. Johnson Gregory S. Kazmer 
Nicole A. Ho tr man• Stefanie A. lrmen Candace J. Johnson Kathryn E. Keers w 
Brian James Hoffmeister• Mandy L. Irwin• Cody N. Johnson Will D. Keith• (.) 
Dominique Lozine Hogue Miriam N. Ismael Daniel F. Johnson Samantha Ellzabeth Kelley• z Jordan L. Hoisington Kizzy A. Isom Kevin M. Johnson• Mera Kelley-Yurdin 
w Calder D. Holbrook Ian C. lssitt Kimberly B. Johnson• Aaron Nathaniel Kelly 
Melissa S. Holbrooks John M. Jackowiak• Kristine N. Johnson Sarah J. Kelly ~ Katherine J. Holm Curtis M. Jackson Kyle David Johnson Kara A. Kennedy ~ Crystal Rose Holmes• Damien S. Jackson Patricia B. Johnson Dana A. Kenny 
Lisa Maupin Holmes · Demetrius Jackson Tiata C. Johnson William J. Kenny 0 
Edward A. Holt Dwayne A. Jackson Brittney R. Jones Jack D. Kentala* (.) Marty M. Hon Jason A. Jackson Christopher D. Jones Caitlin N. Kerr 
Joseph C. Kestel Konstantinos Koutsoukos Caitlin Renee Lavin* Analu M. Lopez 
Sourma A. Khoury Gina L. Kovacic Kathryn Lazarz Carly R. Lopez 
Daniel J. Kibblesmith* Lora Vassileva Koycheva * Bryan John Lear* Diego Felipe Lopez"' 
Mizue Kido Keith Arthur Krail* Michael S. Leck Evelyn Lopez 
Jason C. Kiedaisch Lindsay M. Kralovetz Connie Gene Lee* Maria E. Lopez 
Lauren M. Kiefer Brian A. Kravets Jung K. Lee Bridgette Nichole Love 
Matthew Joseph Kiehl Isaac G. Kricheli Nadira P. Lee Terry C. Love 
Stephanie A. Kilburg Kyleen Janice Krstich"' Paul D. Lee Anthony J. Lowman 
Jinhyo Kim Garrett J. Krueger Scott C. Lee* Kendall C. Loyer* 
You Jin Kim* Jennifer L. Krueger* Su M. Lee Priscilla A. Lucas 
Ruth C. Kirnbrew Cristine Laura Kruse• Szewai Lee* Joy L. Luckey 
Shelby A. Kimlick Kristine M. Kruse* Thomas Lee John Louis Lutgen* 
Erika S. Kimpel David M. Krzesinski Norvin 0. Leeper Jan1iel Lynch 
Sarah A. Kincaid Amy Lynn Kucharski Carly Lehman* Kevin P. Lynch 
Christa E. King Christopher Kulawik* Ronald David Lehmann* Sean L. Lynge 
David J. King* Shalaka G. Kulkarni* Maria A. lemmerman Roslyn Mabry 
Vanessa Nicole King* Traci Charlotte Kunath * Diana Jane Lencioni* Daniel G. Mac Rae 
Lauren E. Kirsch Jeremy P. Kunz Margaret F. Leonatti Michelle L MacDonald* 
Maria G. Kishchenko* Tracy Amanda Kurasch Valerie K. Lerman* Jeffrey M. Macanovich 
Petter Veirod Kjaer* Desiree A. Kurylowicz* Brian A. Levin Sienna 8. Macedon 
Willian1 A. Kladis * Jason Charles Kurzer* Daniel Kenji Levin Antonette J. Machi 
Elizabeth S. Klafeta* Christopher John Kusek* Sara Jeanne Levinskas Nino Macias 
Amy A. Kline* Dawn M. Kusley Gabriel Micah Levinson* Eric Michael Mackay 
Kelly R. Knight* Daniel A. LaBuda Arnber R. Levy* Megan Mackinnon 
Sarah E. Knopf* Phyllis Lacour* Joanna G. Leynes Lindsay N. Madison* 
Sharita M. Knox Christopher Anthony Samuel Joseph Libretti * Jessica S. Madole 
Helge Knutsen* LaPonte Marleah J. Liddle Rehana u. Mal1111ood 
Erin Joy Kobernus Chris M. LaPorte Jennifer Weinshenker Lieto Jessica M. Mahnke 
Abbegail L Kocol Jonathan C. Labby Elizabeth M. Lietzau Nathan Thomas Mahoney 
Aaron T. Koehler Christopher G. laben Jessica D. Lillemon* Daniel F. Maiello 
Julie A. Koehrer* Stephen J. Ladany Yonatan G. Li rnor Peter William Maiers* 
Jocelyn M Kollath Chilson* Matthew M. Laesch* Amy Lin Laurie J. Maisano* 
Onrie L. Kornpan Ariella Lake David J. Lind Mikhail B. Major 
Jason Ray,nond Kopp San1uel Jacob Lalk* Ashley Faye Lindberg* Erin Christine Makowski'" 
Samantha L. Koranda* Daniel I. Lamkin Richard C. Lister* Angelica L. Maldonado 
Koki Kosaki Justin J. Lamorticella Alicia A. Li ltle Robert L. Maldonado 
Michael Edmund Kostal * Brian P. Landers Ashley L. Little Ki,nberly A. Malecek 
Colette L. Kosty* Deonna E. Larkin* Chang Liu Diana Malik 
Joseph D. Kostyk Jennifer Lynn Laska* Slavica Ljubicich Heidi V. Malnar* 
Veronica M. Kott* Kate E. Lassar* Dana Elaine LoGiudice Mathias E. Maloff 
Peter J. Kousakis Cole Lauterbach Sabrina M. Lockett Trevor K. Mancini* 
Sarah M. Mangan Michael J. McGovern Abbe M. Miller · Alison J. Mueller• 
Katherine Nicole Mang,ardi Justin S. McGrath Ian P. Miller Matthew J. Mullen 
Kelli A. Manigrasso* Michael T. McGree• Nicole M. Miller• Angela Mane Mullenhour CD Adrienne F. Manson Daniel J. McGuire Patrick K. Miller Victoria Adrienne Mullins• 0 Adam R. Mantoan David M. McGuire Rhys A. Miller Kathryn T. Munch 
Alma Mariscal Sarah J. McHugh Steven E. MIiier • Robert A. Muno 0 
Alexis P. Marlin Jason McIntosh Rochelle Millsapp Crystal Renee Murawski• N 
Krystal Marquez Mary K. McKane• Quentin M. M1lroe Maureen Murfin 
Ashley Elaine Marshall• Johanna M. McKee Kalina V. Miltcharek Maureen M. Murphy* u.. 
Brian T. Marshall Mary Patricia McKenzie• Adam H. Mince• Neil Patrick Murphy* 0 
Coleman J. Martin• Penelope K. Mc Kimm• Heather M. Mingus• Kimberly A. Murray 
Eric Thomas Martin• David Gray Mclean David Frank Miranda Michael S. Murzyn (/) 
Galaxy L. Martin Peter D. McLean-Browne• Aviva J. Mitchell' Philip G. Muzzy (/) 
Jennifer M. Martin Christine D. McNamara Armeen J. Monahan Priscila C. Nagalli· 
<( Juan C. Martinez Brandi L. McNeely Teddriel R. Moniorcha Felix J. Nam ts 
_J Andrea V. Marvel Ryan T. McPheeters • Juan M. Montelongo Jasmine N. Nance (.) Jessica M. Mascenic Kissner L. McRoy Tony Montes Jerry R. Napier 
Michelle L. Masciopinto • Anna II Iona Medakovich • Katherine Craig Vester A. Narinian w Jennifer L. Mashuga Rolando J. Medina Montgomery Maher I. Naser 
Andrew T. Mason• Sheena L. Medina Jae Min Moon Adam D. Natali• I 
Sonia Mata• Elizabeth Noelle Medows• Antoine 0. Moore Jason D. Natarelll I-
Dan S. Mataczynski Hala A. Megahy* Daniel John Moore• Andrea Fernanda Nauta 
Daniel Richard Mathus• Andrea D. Melchor Darrington H. Moore Ashley Neal• u.. 
Sarah F. Matisi• Amanda M. Melendez Kevin J. Moore Jamal R. Neff 0 
Charles Matthews 111 Maria Christina Mendoza Kristine L. Moore Jordan Matthew Nefouse 
Elijah Matthews Conrad P. Merced Dennis F. Mora Aldrich D. Nelson I-
Amanda Ferrell McAlister Michael A. Merenda Marlene Mora Margaret A. Ness z 
Nathan G. McBee Kevin L. Meriel Barbara Morales Ashley A. Neumeister• w Meghan C. McBride Timothy John Mertens Veronica Morales Joan Karen Newcomb ~ Sue E. McCammon Jennifer K. Messer• Alicia M. Moralis Samuel Ng 
Nicole Monet Elizabeth A. Messimer Chandra Elizabeth Kurt K. Nget w 
Mccann-Robinson Justin A. Metallo Morando• Kenneth Ngwa (.) 
Braden L. McClintock John R. Metzler Alan David Morgan Jr. Kate Elizabeth Nicely• z Kira A. Mcconnaughey Amanda J. Meyer• Jeffrey T. Morreale Brian R. Nielsen 
Megan A. McCormack• David M. Meyer Dominic F. Morns Joshua Michael Niemiera w 
Casandra F. McCottrell Laura A Meyer Michael Alan Morrison Bryan D. Nigh+ ~ Christian K. Mccraney Molly E. Meyer• David F. Morton Alexander Edward Nikesch ~ Kunberly Marie McDaniel Nicolas A. Mijares Todd M. Mosby Bradley J. Norris 
Meghan L. McDonough Benjamin D. Miles Kevin E. Moss Ian A. Nosek 0 Christopher R. McDuffie• Diana K. M1levska • Tom Moustos Leigh C. Novak (.) Loren K. McGee Justin C. Milholl1n-Sttllm Brad Mrumlinski Michelle L. Nowicki• 
Jessica A. Nudd Frank M. Panek* Heather Lee Perry" Joshua Alex Preston 
Justin Nuner Vanessa J. Panerosa* Michael Morgan Peters Ashley C. Pnce 
Heather A. Nunziato Nicholas A. Panico Rebecca M. Peters Joseph R. Price• 
Annmarie o·connell*' Guadalupe Pantoja James A. Peterson Il l Benedetto A. Priolo 
Kevin Charles o·Dowd Joseph G. Panzani Kevm Donald Peterson• Michelle Ann Proehl* 
Jessica O'Neal Cory G. Papunen Geoffrey C. Petrie Christopher William Provyn 
Ryan D. o·Neil Donald T. Parenteau Kevin D. Petty Lindsey A. Pruett-Smith 
Brendon L. 0' Rourke Chanyong Park* Boonsak Phanichuntorn Joseph L. Pruitt* 
Christine M. Oberg* Amber L Parks lvin L. Phillips Katherine C. Purtle 
Jeren1y S. Ocampo Jill M. Parmer Jeffrey R. Phillips"' Matthew J. Pyrek 
Sarah Jean Ogeto-Barr Matthew P. Parra Nijsa T. Phillips Stephen E. Quantock 
Kari A. Oglesby• Richard N. Parry Tracy D. Phinizy Matthew T. Quilter 
Peter J. Oh Rebecca C. Parsons Lauren Louise Piasecki* Fernando Quintanilla/Sant 
Ajijola 8. OJo Danut I. Pasare* Michael D. Piasecki* Joanna F. Raabe 
Monika Oksztul Anne E. Passanisi* Robert A. Pierce Jason C. Race 
Edwin Olivarez Gabriel T. Patay Katie L. Pieszala Patricia Ann Rader 
Chad L. 01 son* Ami M. Patel Alana D. Pilotto Ian J. Rago 
Kristin M. Olson Anna V. Patel* Alejandro D. Pina Rosa Elena Ramirez* 
Meaghan Thomas Olson* Nathaniel James Patena"' John Thomas Piotrowski Daniel J. Ra,nos 
Danny c. Ong Neel Patkar Jennifer L. Piper Elliott L. Ramos 
John Ontiveros Michael Patterson Kerry L. Pirnat* Katherine N. Rankin 
Sandra Karina Ore Sara Michelle Patti Collin Eliot Pittier* Samantha Marie Rapp* 
Heddy S. Orozco Darrin L. Patton Tiffany M. Pittman Jesse C. Raub" 
Hernando A. Orozco Jamie L. Patzer Laurie Plaeger Maria C. Raynes 
Jamie S. Orr" Alaina R. Paul Roger L. Plummer* Chris A. Reader 
Stacey Marie Orrico Allison C. Paul Leah C. Pogliano* Ruth P. Reader* 
Bolivar D. Ortiz Ronald E. Pauley Michael Pogue Ryan J. Ready 
Alfredo A. Ortiz-Ferrari Ashley Marie Pavicic* Calvin G. Pohlha1nmer Eleanor Anne Reardon* 
Cortney I. Ostrander Nicole Marie Pearce• Vincent J. Poladian Jeffrey L. Reardon 
Yoko Osuga* Jacquelyn C. Pecirno Anthony S. Polecastro* Lindsey Catherine Recupito* 
Claudia M. Owens Donna R. Pecore* Carley E. Polifka Kimberly E. Reed 
Andrew Joseph Padron* Lakesha R. Peete Justin D. Poncel Ricardo Regalado 
Jlbril T. Page Amy L. Pegg* Rachel A. Poplawski Michael Paul Regan* 
Mele1gshia LoRen Page* Kathleen L. Pekin-Michelson* Erica Porch John Louis Reilly* 
Miles Page Page Marc Adam Pelosi Dustin S. Porter Nicholas A. Reise" 
Marcos Enrique Palacios Julia K. Pels Jeffrey B. Porter Geoffrey R. Reisner* 
Mary G. Palaskonis Jennifer L. Pepper Kyle S. Porter Matt R. Relstab 
Ashley Lauren Palicka"- Abdias Perez Keith R Potempa* Rebecca Elizabeth Remson 
Kathleen M. Palm Carlos A. Perez Kristy L. Poten1pa Mark A. Renaud* 
Raul Palma Luis A. Perez Sarah M. Pott Shaaron L. Resendiz* 
Angelica V. Palon10 Andrea L. Perry* Naomi K. Prescott* Elio H. Reyes 
Joe M. Reyes Monica Rychtarczyk Valerie Lynn Schmitz* Brian M. Sherman 
Norman G. Reyes Stephanie K. Rycraw Sally R. Schnellinger· Keisuke (Keith) Shigeta 
Stephanie X. Reyes Douglas A. Rye• Brian William Schodorf Chieko Shiono (0 
Billye N. Rhodes Luke R. Rzewnicki • Chene Lyn Schrader Benjamin C. Shipp 0 Richard Thomas Ricch10• Jennifer L. Sabbagh Heidi A. Schubert• Jennifer E. Shoop 0 Amber C. Ricciardi Jennifer J. Sabella Gregg Scott Schutt· Brad M. Showalter• 
Eric M. Richter Faheem Fatehali Sabzaali Alan Joseph Schwartz Allison F. Sieczka N 
Derek T. Riddle Jacob Daniel Saenz* Nicholas Ehren Schweiger Joel Douglas Siegel LL Linsey A. Riera Angela Sakuma• James Frank Schweska • Cliff c. Sieloff 
Juliana C. Rieser• Rebecca Salgado Thomas J. Schwingle Jr.• Laura Marie Sigwalt* 0 
Odest Terrell Riley Michael J. Samm • Megan K. Scogho MaryAnn C. Simbulan 
Dana Joseph Ringuette Jr. Bryan Sanchez Darius V. Scott• Melodie A. Simond' CJ) 
Diana Elizabeth Ritter• Diana B. Sanchez Sarah Kathleen Seaman·· Travis Ryan Sims• CJ) 
Steven M. Rivera Frankie Thomas Sanchez• Jason Alan Sear• Sarah Elizabeth Sinovic• <( 
Jason A. Rizzo• Joy J. Sandell * Arthur L. Seaton Matthew A. Sipple 
___J 
Kirstin L. Roberts Kenneth W. Sander• Audrey Marie Sebastiano Tanadej Siriwattaprayoon u Nicholas H. Roberts Steven Andre Sanders Erica A. Sekulovski Jennifer S. Sisson• 
Adam R. Robinson Christopher M. Sanderson Steven K. Sembach Jr. Nicole Marie Siwek• w Chant1via M. Robinson Mary Anastasia Sandona• Dan L. Sents Stephen C. Siwinski 
Michael T. Robinson Jr. Jason D. Sandri Lauren A. Sepanski Ian L. Sklarsky :c 
Victoria M. Robinson Christina N. Sansone Leslie Sepulveda Nicholas F. Sladovich I-
Michael Robles Mark R. Sansone* Bryan W. Serafini• Emily Ruth Slama• LL Christopher L. Rodgers Autthavut Santithararask Richard N. Serna Daniel P Slattery 
Nathaniel E. Rodgers Drew M. Santo Amanda M. Sestak Sean A. Slattery 0 
Elio Rodriguez Marlo Adrien Santos Cathleen M. Sexton Andrea M. Slivka 
Joseph M. Roeder Vanessa Saucedo Lemuel H. Shaffer Nicolas N. Smeloff I-
Colleen M. Roese Alan C. Saunders Jonathan L. Shanes• Rebecca J. Smilgis• z 
Lark A. Rogers Brad William Sauper Noel L. Shanteau Anne Nicole Smit* w 
Talia M. Rogers Matthew Christopher Sauro· Saima M. Sharoff• Adam L. Smith• ~ Ingrid C. Rojas• Stephanie C. Sauro· Adam R. Sharp April D. Smith• 
David M. Roman Peter M. Sawasky Jennifer R. Sharp Brian C. Smith w 
Brenda Louise Romito Sherrie A. Scales Daniel R. Shaughnessy Daniel Z. Smith u 
Dawn M. Rosales Scott D. Schachter Albert I Shaw Darrell D. Smith z Amada Rosas• Emily E. Schambra• Jene S. Shaw Debbie A. Smith w Daniel A. Rosenberg Mike Scherschel Michael J. Shaw• Franchesca J. Smith 
Alicia N. Rosenthal~ Corbin T. Schey• Rhyan L. Shaw Heather C Smith• ~ 
Daniel Wayne Royle' Kimberly R. Schick• WIiiiam A. Shaw James L. Smith ~ Blythe Anne Roza Luke M. Schierholz• Colleen Sheehan Janea Deneen Smith 
Martez L. Rucker Rebecca L. Schmgel Keri A. Sheets Jason M. Smith 0 
Daniel F. Rush Eric R. Schlotzer Justin E. Shell Jenni fer R. Smith• u 
Rochelle S. Russo Paul C. Schmidt Nicholas J. Sheptak Johnique N. Smith 
Kathrina A. Smith Maurine Sue Stellhorn• Kera Helene Szwed* Meghan E. Torma* 
Melanie J. Smith Natia R. Stem Lisa M. Tadeusiak Brian P. Terney* 
Michael K. Smith James E. Stennis Jon M. Tallberg Janette Torres 
Robert Terry Smith Craig Stephenitch Seiji E. Tanaka Vanessa C. Torres* 
Taiwuan B. S1nith Mark Howard Stetson Jonathan Tanzn1an Elizabeth C. Toscano 
Kelly L. Snode* Mutsia A. Stewart Gino J. Tarallo* Ti mo thy R. Totin 
Cari T. Snodgrass* John Jared Stochmal Charles R. Taylor Il l Amanda L. Toye* 
Angela Cline Snow* Aaron C. Stocker Christine M. Taylor* Michael F. Traynor 
Eva H. Snyder Robert Ryan Stockwell* Demeko T. Taylor Aliceson Jane Treach 
Alyssa V. Soetebier* Tommy P. Stoic* Linda Taylor Betsy M. Treacy" 
Mallory C. Sohmer* Willian1 Jeremy Stoltz• Matthew Roger Taylor Michael J. Tremonti 
Michelle A. Soich Adrienne D. Stoner* Raymond E. Taylor Carlo J. Treviso * 
Marguerite Ann Solimine Justin Michael Stout* Patricia A. Templeton* Thomas P. Trimble 
Virgilio Solis Katie C. Stover* Tina M. Tenerel li Denise Trinidad 
Javier Solorzano* Justin Mikel Strandlund Nicholas J. Terlap John N. Trolinger 
Sudhir Somasundaram Neil M. Strauch Zachary A. Terrell* Shannon E. Trompeter 
Nayoung Sarah Son Lauren Anne Strehlow* Troy C. Terry Sherry R. Trotter 
Lucina Sosa Erik Ronald Strentz Daniel Edward Tetzlaff* John Tsiamas 
Violeta Sosa Rachel A. Strieff Mark L. Theriault Chuan H. Tu 
Wayne S. Southcott Ryan P. Strobel Bryan Tholl Dana G. Tuinier 
Allison A. Spangenberg* Eric M. Strom Frank Richard Thom* Erin Marie Tulley 
Steven G. Spears Karly J. Strong Christy R. Thomas* Lauren M. Tumas 
Ryan J. Speers Derek N. Strum* Katherine A Thomas* Beatrice J. Turner* 
Sara S. Spillers Heather M. Stuck Louise E. Tl1omas Jamie L. Turner* 
Jan1ie S. Spirakes* Connie J. Styck Naimah J. Thomas Tiffany M. Turner 
Jerome A. Spooner Karla X. Suarez Noah E. Thomas Amza N. Tuta 
Melissa T. Spor* Julie F. Subici Sarah Marie Thomas Casey D. Tweedell* 
Michael T. Sprague Alex Sugg Danielle M. Thon1pson* Michael S. Tyree 
Matthew McConnell Staed Maria Adriana Sultemeier"' Graham A. Thompson* Yuko Ue,nura 
Eric Staggs Maho Sumita Patrick S. Thornton Maria Tagana Umanos* 
Steven M. Stajkowski* Adam Joshua Summers* Pimpun Thungkasemvathan Jenni Lou Umbaugh 
Mika A. Stan1baugh Jeffrey R. Sumner Daren B. Thurman* Magdalena K. Upchurch* 
Mary R. Stanislao* Rahman J. Sumner Malari K. Tilford Ryan J. Urban* 
Chandra M. Stapleton* Michael S. Sumrak Candice Tillery Anthony J. Urgo"' 
Jamison D. Starks Janine M. Surma Demetris George Jerome J. Ursua 
Kathryne I. Starzec Blanca E. Sustaita Timoleontos* Michael D. Usrey 
Monika A. Staszel Scott A. Swansey Marco Tito Lisa Marie Vaccarello* 
Seth William Stauffer* Amy Allison Sweetin Melissa L. Tomalewicz* Abigail A. Valentine 
Katherine M. Staunton Barbara Szewczyk Laura Elaine Tomlinson* Jan1es S. Vallem 
Marc E. Stein Gayle R. Szewczyk• Nathan Marshal Ton James S. Valles* 
Mike F. Stellato• Andrei F. Szwajka Keanya Toran Jeannette E. Vallez 
Merrick M. Van Ellis Li Wang Leslie J. Will• Anthony Arnold Zaman 
Ryan B. Van Erl Susan Renee Lauren L. Willems• Lisa Sharon Zander• 
Derek J. Van Pelt~ warmuskerken Victoria L. Willey• Alanna J. Zaritz (0 
Martin G. VanHorn Charmaine M. Warren Tym J. Williams Reyes Zbigniew M. Zarudzki 0 
Sara J. Vanlaningham• Jennifer N. Watman Andrea M. Wllllams Miguel Zavala 
Edward James Vander Voort Abigail C. Watson Eddie Williams Sergio Zavala 0 
Christopher P. Vander Wal• Adam A. Watts Graeme Williams Williams Maja G. Zbrozek-Smialek" N 
Chad J. Vanko Christopher E. Watts Jhontia Williams* Penelope J. Zeigler 
Wilham A. Vanoost~ Elizabeth Marie Waugh· Kyle T. Williams Heather E. Zienert 
LL 
Vanessa M. Vargas Johanna T. Wawro LaDonna P. Williams LaRa,e M. Zimm 0 
Veda Laurette Vasquez Junae D. Weathersby* Latoya M. Williams Martin P. Zoladz 
Petras Jonas Vaznelis • Graham F. Weaver Ryan L. Williams Christopher M. Zuber• Cf) 
Chnstma Marie Velez Kyla L. Webb Sonya A. Williams Jessica L. Zucker Cf) 
Joaquin Venegas Michael Victor Webber Tanya C. Williams John J. zu,ker <( 
Michael F. Ventrella Usha A. Weck* Michel Kristin Windland• Terry K. Zumalt• 
_J 
Anthony J. VerGowe Daniel J. Weiler Rachel Beth Winokur* Ashley A. Zurliene• u Miranda Lynn Verbsky* Michael Elliot Weinberg Travis J. Witkowski Heliodoro de los Santos Jr.• 
Caitlyn Elizabeth Verduzco Neal E. Weingarden Collie Benjamin Witt• w 
Herman Verner Ill Aylah Weinstein Heid, M. Woelbling• 
Robert J. Vester• Michael A. Weisbaum Joseph A. Wolff' I 
Brandon C. Vezmar Aubrey J. Welbers Amanda J. Wolfson I-
Jeff A. V1ctuelles Gabriel C. Welmers Bennie Woodell 
Melissa Villabona Marissa Ann Wenk* Peter J. Woods 
LL 
Jennifer C. Vint• Thomas T. Wessell James N. Wooster 0 
Ryne J. Vitek Scott P. Wetendorf Emily E. Workman 
KathyVolka Samuel Wey• Markus V. Worship I-
Ashley Volpe• HIiton Christopher Wharff Shanida L. Wray z 
s,nchanh Vongnaphone Amanda L. White Yvette N. Wren w 
Jason Matthew Waclawik• Audrey M. White Brian A. Wright• ~ Thomas Richard Wadsworth James W. White Joseph R. Wright* 
Aubrey J. Wagner Patrick H. White Benjamin Wygonik w 
Lena D. wa ithe • Regina J. Whitehead-Mays Kenneth Adam Yakel u 
Katharine C. Wakem Queen H. Whitlock David M. Yakir z 
Jeffery D. Walden• Matthew 8. Whitmore Jaya Elizabeth Yeates• 
Danielle N. Walker Stephen R. Whittenhall • Ryan M. Yepsen w 
Verne,ce M. Walker John P. Wicencyjusz • lnggrid Yonata* ~ 
Sarah Nicole Wallace Kevin C. Wiczer Mariya S. Yordanova• ~ Timothy J. Waller Joseph David Widener Hee S. Youn 
Jam,e Dru Wallis Jessica E. Wielondek Sooyong Youn 0 
s,mon L. Wallon Justin M. Wilcox Alyssa Marie Young• u 
Danielle Mane Wambay• Kerry-Ann N. Wilkins Kimberly D. Young 
•Graduating With Honors 
Colu111bia College Chicago Student Ambassadors to Audio Arts & Acoustics Commencement Preshow 
would like to extend most the Honorees Interns Joe Cerqua, Producer/ 
sincere thanks to the faculty, Sara Ferguson, Music Joe Berger Director 
staff, students, alumni, Dan1on Maloney, Andrew Mohammed Steve Hadley. Associate 
and friends of the College Journalism Tim Adams• Producer 
whose hard work and Nathan Paul. Theater Doug Jones, J. Richard Dunscomb, 
talent have made the 2006 Audio Arts & Acoustics Music Department Chair 
Con1mencement possible. Event Production Department Chair 
Charles Gomez. Dreams 
Commencement is produced Site Producer Animation Production Arranged by Mimi Rohlfing 
by the Office of the Vice Debra Udell. Studio 3CVJE 
President of Student Affairs: Stage Manager Animation Production The R & B Ensen1ble 
Mark E. Kelly, Vice President; Production Crew Studio 1 and 2 Students 
Jill Summers, Director of Stephanie Jones Matts. Battaglia* 25 or 610 4 
College Events; Sheila Clay Taylor, Sound Engineer Christopher A. Bowen* The Pop Orchestra 
Carter, Director of Student Brian Read, Video Nicholas D. DiFronzo* 
Activities; and Marvin Cohen, Production Assistants Chad I. Farwell* Smack Dab in the Middle 
Director of Records. Jackie Brown Ashley D. Gunty* Arranged by Meader 
Curt Flowers Micheal J. Kash"' Columbia College Jazz 
Commencement Pre-show Tameka Lenoir Chang Liu* Ensemble 
Presentations Brian Lucas Mark A. Renaud"' 3CVJE 
Kirk Fallah. Editor Joel Douglas Siegel* 
Liz Chilsen and Ta111my The Creative and Printing Seiji E. Tanaka* Way of the World 
Mercure. linage Preparation Services Office Samuel Wey" Arranged by Meader 
Mary Johnson, Director 3CVJE 
ASL- English Interpretation Corey Plazak, Paloma Boi les, Instructor The R & B Ensemble 
Megan Mackinnon* Production Coordinator 
Kara A. Kennedy* John Farbrother. Creative Barry Young, Animation Freedom is a Voice 
Lynn Pena, ASL- English Production Coordinator Progran1 Director Arranged by Buchholz 
Interpretation Ben Bilow, Graphic Jim Rohn, Acting 3CVJE 
Department Chair Designer Program Director The Pop Orchestra 
Anita Strejc, Production Bruce Sheridan, Film & Styles for the 
Technician Video Department Chair Contemporary Singer 
Performers 
~Graduating Senior 
Second Line Jason Lemmons. Saxophone Adis Sirbubalo. Piano The Pop Orchestra 
by Duke Ellington Scot! Farago . Drums Mike T,schhauser. Guitar Frank Dawson. Director 
The Columbia College Jazz James Carter. Bass Rob Dicke. Drums (0 
Ensemble Philip Jones, Piano Matt Young, Bass 
Horns 
Dan Redeffer. Alto/Sop/ 0 
Collin Brennan. Guitar Milton Suggs,. Vocals Bari Saxophone 0 
Sing a Song September Jake Worley-Hood, Trumpet N 
Styles for the Contemporary Styles for the Contemporary 3CVJE 
Singer Performers Singer Performers Mimi Rohlfing, Director 
Doug Daniels. Tenor 
LL Saxophone 
The Pop Orchestra Bobbi Wilsyn. Director Sopranos Don Walker, Trombone 0 
Rhonda Browne Sarah Ferguson• ' 
Elevation Sean Chun Guitars (f) 
The R & B Ensemble Sarah Ferguson 
Megan Hathaway Jon Ross (f) 
Natalie Oliveri 
Nicole Garza John Cicora <( Ashley Stevenson 
Horn of Puente Natalie Oliveri Steve Cunningham• _j 
The Columbia College Jazz Jennifer Lockrey Altos 0 Bass 
Ensemble Ashley Stevenson Nicole Garza Kyle Johnson 
Margaret Vogle Laurie Hartung UJ 
See You in Your Dreams Sarah Morris Stone Drums I 
Arranged by Steve Hadley The Columbia College Jazz Maggie Vagle Dina Micelll I-
The Pop Orchestra Ensemble Tenors Piano LL 
The R & B Ensemble Scott Hall, Director Ben Pardo Liza Micelli 0 
The Columbia College Jazz Jabari Powell, Alto Saxophone Ricky Powell 
Ensemble Doug Daniels. Tenor Vocals I-Jeff Victuelles 
Styles for Contemporary Saxophone Kat Keers .. z 
Singer Performers Dan Redetfer. Bari Saxophone Basses Anne Groom• UJ 
3CVJE Johanna Mahmud. Trombone 1 Adam Dittman ~ TraJan Braxton. Trombone 2 Brandon Foster Graduating Senior Vocalists 
The R&B Ensemble Keith Carmack, Trombone 3 Gregory T. Perrine Aviva Jaye• UJ 
Chuck Webb. Director Donald Walker. Bass Trombone Martez Rucker*~ Milton Suggs' 0 
Sara Ferguson, Vocal Larry Bowen, Trumpet 1 Veronica Kott• z 
Sham Al,lslam. Vocal Jacob Worley-Hood, Trumpet 2 UJ 
Charles Hammond. Vocal Corinne Mina, Trumpet 3 ~ 
Lashera Moore. Vocal Rebecca Silvermintz. ~ Trumpet 4 
0 
0 
• Graduating Senior 
• • Section Leaders 
Board of Trustees 
Allen M. Turner 
Chairman of the Board 
Vice Chairs 
Ellen Stone Belie 
Warren King Chapman. Ph.D. 






Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D. 
President 
Lifetime Trustees 
Lerone Bennett Jr. 
Sydney Sn1ith Gordon 
Alton B. Harris 
San,uel E. Pfeffer 




Willian, Cellini Jr. 
Debra Martin Chase 
Steve Dahl 
Steve Devick 
Allan R. Drebin, Ph.D. 
Richard B. Fizdale 
John Gehron 
Ralph Gidwitz 








Joseph F. Peyronnin Ill 
Stephen H. Pugh 
Madeline Murphy Rabb 
John P. Rijos 
Craig M. Robinson 
Michelle Rosen 
Janice Emigh Scharre. 0.0 .. M.A. 
Lawrence K. Snider 
Patrick A. Sweeney 
Nancy Tom 
Dempsey Travis 
Pamela J. Turbeville 
Tony G. Weisman 
Helena Chapellin Wilson 






Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Alicia Berg 
Vice President for Campus 
Environment 
R. M ichael Desalle 
Vice President for Finance 
and Chief Financial Officer 
Annice Kelly 
Vice President and General 
Counsel 
M ark E. Kelly 
Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
Eric Winston, Ph.D. 
lnteri m Vice President for 
Institutional Advance,nent 
Paul Chiaravalle 
Associate Vice President 
and c111ef of Staff 
Mike Debish 
Associate Vice President for 
Facilities and Operations 
Debra McGrath 
Associate Vice President for 
Enrollment Management 
Bernadette McMahon 
Associate Vice President and 
Chief Information Officer 
Kim Clement 
Assistant Vice President for 
Development 
Rebecca Courington 
Assistant Vice President for 
Academic Technology 
Stephanie Griffin 
Assistant Vice President for 
Human Resources 
Yun Kim, Ph.D. 
Assistant Vice President for 
Research and Planning 
Doreen Barton! 
Dean. School of Media Arts 
Jo Cates 
Associate Vice President 
for Academic Research and 
Dean of the Library 
Keith S. Cleveland 
Dean for Graduate 
Adm1n1stration and Student 
Services 
David H. Krause 
Assistant Vice President for 
Teaching and Learning lrnl,atives 
Markland Lloyd, Ph.D. 
Assistant Vice President 





Cheryl Johnson-Odlm, Ph.D. 
Dean. School of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
Leonard Lehrer 
Dean. School of Fine and 
Performing Arts 
Sharon Wilson-Taylor 





























COVER IMAGE: AllSSA FRANKS. GRADUATE STUDENT, UNTtH.EO 118 
Columbia~ 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
COM MENC EMENT 2006 DVD ORDER FORM 
This 2-hour DVD of Columbia's unique commencement, produced by Columbia Film/Video alums, Samantha 
Sanders and John Farbrother of Green River Films, includes coverage of each student crossing the stage and 
receiving their degree. Shot on digital video and super 8mm fi lm, this is a great keepsake that you and your 
family will appreciate forever. DVDS WILL SHIP IN SEPTEMBER 2006. 
PLEASE INDICATE THE NUMBER OF DVDS YOU WISH TO ORDER . 
10:30 CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 (OR $60.00 FOR EACH SET OF BOTH DVDs) 
3:30 CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 (OR $60.00 FOR EACH SET OF BOTH DVDs) 
$ ____ _ TOTAL AMOUNT DUE 
0 PERSONAL CHECK orCREDIT CARDO ACCOUNT NUMBER -· ______________ _ 
EXPIRATION DATE-· ____________ _ 
SIGNATURE: _______________ _ 
FIRST NAME.,_· _____________ _ LAST NAME: _ _ ____________ _ 
SHIPPING ADDRESS:. ____________________ _ 
BILLING ADDRESS: 
RETURN white copy to the kiosk in the lobby at graduation 
or MA IL to: Graduation Video / / Columbia College Chicago/ / 600 S Michigan Ave / / Chicago, IL 60605 
or order ONLINE at www .colum.edu/ commencement 
• 
